This course is designed to expose individuals to realistic scenarios that will illicit some physiological stress response or action from the students. These responses will be discussed and evaluated for improvement and for one's understanding of actions or reactions to the presented scenario. This course will use SIM weapons and ammunition against live opponent wearing protective equipment. As part of the curriculum, role player(s) will be used to support selected scenarios. Time is also set aside to conduct virtual situational firearm training utilizing an indoor virtual video training system ordinarily only afforded to law enforcement personnel. All SIM equipment will be provided by trainer. Please call if you have questions regarding SIM equipment.

**Materials Required to Participate:**

- Holster
- Mag Pouches
- Your Firearm
- Minimum Of 3 Magazines (ADDITIONAL MAGAZINES RECOMMENDED)
- Minimum 400 Rounds Of Ammunition.
- Eye/Ear Protection

**Recommended Items:**

- Water/Electrolytes
- Insect Repellent
- Food
- Sun screen (not oil based)